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Abstract—This paper presents an update on the research
and development of the Intelligent Power Wheelchair (IPW)
upgrade kit. First, we review the last three years of trials,
then we describe the improvements proposed for the next
prototype. The 2020 IPW edition is designed to be more light
weight, modular, and multi-functional than it’s predecessor. The
assembly process has been streamlined, and there is now greater
ability to tailor the system to the needs of the individual user.
The brand new, self-leveling scanner has broader applications
as an aid for people with visual impairment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Millions of people with cognitive/motor/sensory impair-
ment around the world rely on a power wheelchair (PW)
[9] to get from one place to another. Since some PW users
find it difficult or dangerous to use a traditional joystick
to navigate their PW, they use alternative control systems,
or must rely on a companion to use a secondary joystick
to propel their chair [11]. Several researchers have used
technologies originally developed for mobile robots [5]–[7]
to create smart wheelchairs (SW) [1]–[4], typically consist-
ing of a standard PW base to which a computer and a
collection of sensors have been added. Pineau et al. 2011
[13] argue that the transition to wheelchairs, that cooperate
with the user, is at least as important as that from manual
to powered wheelchairs. It could be even more important,
since this would mark a paradigmatic, rather than merely a
technological shift.

The SW’s design mainly based on modifying the PW
and only serves a small population of potential SW users.
Also, the SWs are developed with little consideration for
the human factors. Leaman and La 2017 [9] is a review of
the international SW research effort, with multiple groups
developing prototypes to test the latest input method, or
perfect a challenging operating mode. Other groups perform
human trials to study the best ways to make people feel
comfortable to use the new technology. The Intelligent Power
Wheelchair (IPW) upgrade kit is the culmination of 23 years
of research by Dr. Leaman, who has been paralyzed from the
shoulders down since 1996. The IPW will help people with
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severe disabilities today and in the future, lead safer, more
independent, productive lives.

The first upgrade was the rearview, and remains a vital
safety feature in the 2020 edition. The dash-cam video
provides the point of view of a PW user. This video is edited
into 2-10 minute ACCESS Reports of popular destinations
and events [8], [10]. The Structure 3D scanner was used to
map the IPW’s surroundings, however, the next upgrade is
designed around the Intel d435i.

With the sensors and computer in place, several operating
modes are possible:

• Collision Avoidance: uses the range data to prevent
injury and property damage.

• Guide Following: video from the cameras will be used
to identify, and track people or other chairs to follow.

• Docking: the user will be presented with safe options
for parking, and guided in.

• Object Identification: will be used by other programs,
like Docking or Guide Following.

• Autonomous Navigation: is achieved by sending the
navigational signals to the motor controller, so the laptop
is like a joystick. In full autonomous mode the user
selects from a destination on the map, sits back and
enjoys the ride.

Following this introduction, Section II describes the IPW
human trials to date, and Section III describes the proposed
human computer interface. Section IV describes improve-
ments in this version. Section V lays out our future plans.
Section VI describes the broader impact. Finally, Section VII
is the conclusion.

II. HUMAN TRIALS 2016-2019

In the last three years we have carefully tested the struc-
tural integrity of the 2016 version’s enclosure [10], and the
operation of the lights and sensors (Figure 1). The enclosure
had 2 weak points, that had to be covered with bumpers.
The LED lights were found to have connectors that can
come apart when subjected to months of vibration testing.
These connectors are reinforced in the 2018 edition (Figure
2). We plan three phases of human trials intended to make
sure the system is safe, with an intuitive user interface that
optimizes the overall experience. The first phase of human
trials, conducted by the author, Jesse Leaman (JL), has been
underway since 2016. JL is a research scientist, who uses
a PW for his daily mobility needs. His prototype provides
visual and audible feedback, testing the accuracy and user
experience.



Fig. 1. First Intelligent Power Wheelchair upgrade kit being bench tested
in the Advanced Robotics and Automation laboratory at the University of
Nevada, Reno. In early 2016 the system included a custom 3D printed
enclosure, battery, lights and a scanner.

Fig. 2. The addition of a professional microphone transforms JL’s chair
into a mobile recording studio. The 2018 edition featured a larger acrylic
enclosure and additional safety features.

The IPW upgrade kit includes: 3D scanner, LED lights, and
bluetooth controllers, all inside custom plastic enclosures.
The enclosures can be ordered in a handful colors, are
designed to be easy to put together, and to be durable.
The user’s own power wheelchair (PW) is the base for
their IPW. This is a significant advantage over other smart
wheelchair solutions. Heavily modified PWs may not be
covered by medical insurance, and may not be appealing to
all users. Most users prefer to add technology to their favorite
wheelchair, rather than learn how to use a brand new system.

The onboard sensors are powered by USB from the laptop.
The infrared range data used by the IPW software is provided
by the Structure 3D scanner, which collects 640 × 480
resolution infrared images, for a cloud of 300,000 range
data points in every frame, at a rate of up to 60 frames per
second. The 3D scanner data is used to build a 3D map,
and to determine whether a collision is imminent. In the
new IPW upgrade kit, a more compact scanner (Intel d435i)
with inertial measurement unit (IMU) built in, reduces both
volume and mass. Four ultra-sonic range finders are used in
addition to, or instead of, the infra-red point cloud, which
can be compromised outside in the sun. The IMU and GPS,

help monitor changes in location, and orientation [8].
The IPW’s onboard laptop can be controlled by touch,

voice, or head tracking. The human computer interface soft-
ware loaded on the laptop is described in the next section.
The system is connected to the laptop tray with blots, and
plugged in to the laptop. The choice of wheelchair control
method is up to the user, depending on their individual level
of dexterity and endurance.

The first IPWs have audible and visual cues, improving the
user’s safety and reducing cognitive strain while navigating.
The second generation IPWs will have semi-autonomous
features, that can prevent collisions and assist with docking.
The third generation will be fully autonomous, capable of
following a guide, or retracing a pre-programmed path.
Second and third generation IPWs include a motor controller.

TABLE I
IPW UPGRADE KIT PARTS.

Name Cost ($) Source
3D scanner 500 Intel d435i
3D printed box 250 In house
Hardware 50 Robotshop
Circuit board 25 Robotshop
Ultra sonics 25 Robotshop
Lights 50 Xkglow
Subtotal 900
Laptop 1300 Macbook Air
Smart phone 600 iPhone 6+
Laptop tray 275 Mount-n-mover
Laptop mount 1200 Mount-n-mover
Head mouse 1000 Enablemart
Subtotal 4375 DOR*
*Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation grant
Total 5275

III. HUMAN COMPUTER INTERFACE

The Human Computer Interface (HCI) software will be
adjustable for each user. The HCI will be simple and elegant,
with a drop down menu and fill-able pop up windows. Soon
the user will feel like the IPW fits like a glove. The following
subsections introduce the various operating modes, and future
papers will cover implementation simulations, and human
trial experiments.

A. Office

The most important, capability is as a mobile work station.
The combination of mount-n-mover and laptop/tablet gives
the wheelchair user a level playing field with their able-
bodied peers. JL uses his laptop for: Command line coding
with F90 or C; Charts, tables and spreadsheets with Excel
or Numbers; Preparing presentations with Powerpoint or
Keynote; Preparing letters, resumes, and contracts with Word
or Pages; Typesetting with LaTex for proceedings, grant
applications, or business plans; Editing video for Youtube
with iMovie; Mixing beats for iTunes with Garageband.



B. Video

The IPW has three sources of HD video:
1) Rearview: was the very first safety feature, intended to

reduce collisions while reversing in unfamiliar environments.
2) Selfie-cam: comes with most laptops today, as was the
case with the unit tested, a mid 2012 MacbookAir with
upgraded memory. 3) Dash-cam: collects wide-angle video
of the IPW’s environment, used to prepare ACCESS Reports
[8], [9].

C. LED lights

The tested LEDs included 10 first generation mini modules
by Xkglow, each capable of producing thousands of colors.
The user can control the colors with a smart phone. The lights
serve the following functions:

1) To be seen: is often the key to avoiding minor, and
major, collisions. 2) To illuminate the dark: when outside
lights are not around. 3) As a form of self-expression: to
signal one’s mood, and vary one’s appearance.

When so inclined, the user can even synchronize their
lights to music or the sound of their voice. Upon rigorous
testing it was determined that the connectors may come loose,
causing some of the modules to malfunction. The problem is
addressed by switching to the 2nd generation LEDs by the
same manufacturer.

D. 3D mapping

Figure 3 shows a result of the IPW 3D mapping. The
point cloud of the IPW’s environment was processed by the
Skanect software into 3D models, but it was not quick enough
for near realtime mapping. The new scanner will solve this
issue.

Fig. 3. 3D mapping by the developed IPW.

IV. IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 2020 EDITION

Figure 4 shows an illustration of the proposed IPW 2020
upgrade kit’s front half. As seen in Figures 5 and 6, this ver-
sion has handles, but it still connects to the PW via Mount-n-
mover. Also new are ultra-sonic range finders as an additional
safety feature. Figure 7 shows the solid connections made
with bolts.

Fig. 4. 3D Sketch of the proposed IPW upgrade kit’s front section for
2020: consists of a central scanner and two light boxes. Components are
modular and easy to upgrade, so users can modify their system as technology
advances. Maintenance is easy and economical, because we can swap out
components without changing the whole system.

Fig. 5. The IPW upgrade kit is easy to mount or remove for travel or
maintenance, because it includes two handles. The IPW is slightly wider
than the laptop tray.

A. 3D printed enclosure

This next generation of 3D printed box features several
improvements over its predecessor. The walls are thicker
and the openings for the lights are modified to hold 2nd
generation LED strips. Two handles are added to make
mounting easier and storage safer.

The build process has been simplified to the following
sequence:

1) Fabricate the two corner light boxes.
2) Install LED lights and bluetooth controllers in the

corner boxes.
3) Fabricate the sensor box.
4) Install scanner and actuator in the sensor box.
5) Join the handles and the sensor box.
6) Join the corner boxes and the sensor box. (See Figure

8).
7) Mount the system on the laptop tray with bolts.



Fig. 6. The IPW upgrade kit is attached to the laptop tray, which in turn
is connected to the power wheelchair by a mount-n-mover. There are two
ultra-sonic range finders that serve as a backup in the collision avoidance
system in case the infrared scanner malfunctions.

Fig. 7. The IPW upgrade kit is mounted to the laptop tray with six bolts.
The connection is very strong, and makes moving the whole system much
easier.

B. Tilting Scanner

This version has a linear actuator attached to the base of
the scanner, which keeps it level at all times (see Figures 9,
10, 11). The tray on which the IPW is mounted is almost
always not level by default. Sometimes the level changes
because the user has a laptop or tablet, and other times the
user may wish to tilt or recline. In either case it is preferable
to keep the scanner level.

C. Back parts

The most obvious parts of the IPW are up front, but there
are several key components in the ’back’. A small backpack
on the back of the seat has the battery, and on top of the
headrest are the rearview camera and projector. See Figures
12 and 13 for illustrations of the flow of power and data,
respectively.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

A. Collision avoidance

Some tasks are at odds with the behavior expected from
a more general collision-avoidance mode (see Figure 16).

Fig. 8. The IPW upgrade kit mounts on most power wheelchairs, drawing
power from the wheelchair’s batteries. The IPW connects to the user’s laptop
via USB cable. The left and right LED boxes are screwed to the central
scanner component.

Fig. 9. The center piece has an infrared scanner, housed in a custom plastic
enclosure, surrounding aluminum brackets, and squeezed between handles.

While passing through a doorway the system must allow the
wheelchair to come close to objects to pass through narrow
door frames, at the expense of travel speed. It is important to
have a robust system, but it must be adjustable to each user’s
individual comfort level. Minimum distance, beep amplitude,
and beep frequency are all adjustable.

B. Emergency signaling

In case of an emergency the IPW will send a message,
blink lights, and broadcast a distress call. The basic package
included with the hardware can detect emergencies, like
tipping back, or falling over by monitoring IMU data [12],
[15]. Future upgrades will use biofeedback to detect user
stress levels.

C. 3D mapping

We combine 3D shape, color (when available), and motion
cues to detect, and accurately classify objects in real-time.
Over time the static objects build up an increasingly accurate
3D map, that serves as a reference point for previously
discovered mobile objects, and makes it much easier to detect
new objects [14]. This works adequately well for one room



Fig. 10. The sensor box consists of off the shelf components and custom
plastic parts. The scanner is attached to a hinged flap, which is connected
to a linear actuator.

Fig. 11. The scanner is connected to an actuator which keeps it level as the
tray or wheelchair is tilted.

at a time, but for larger spaces the memory, and processing
requirements are too much for the standard tablet, or laptop
computer. One solution is to stream the data to the cloud
for processing and storage, but that requires a strong Wi-Fi
signal, which is hard to guarantee anywhere in the world.

D. Autonomous navigation

All of the aforementioned operating modes can work
with, or without, a motor controller, but all 3 are needed
for safe autonomous navigation. PW users interested in the
autonomous IPW upgrade kit should register their system,
and take a wheelchair skills test to certify their ability to
safely operate the IPW [14].

VI. BROADER IMPACT

We believe the IPW will eventually become a standard
PW upgrade, mandated by the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) for deserving users, who would be able to live
a more efficient, productive, independent, and safe lifestyle.
The IPW has from its inception been designed to benefit the
greatest possible population of PW users. Starting with the
fact that most PW users can upgrade their own chair, thus
not having to buy a brand new wheelchair. Secondly, the

Fig. 12. Illustration of the power flow between front and back components..

Fig. 13. Illustration of the data flow between front and back components..

LED lights can be any of a thousand colors, and finally the
enclosure can be manufactured in dozen colors, some shown
in Figure 14.

The center piece made of handles, scanners and enclosure
can also serve as a handheld scanner for other applications.
A person with a visual impairment can potentially navigate
their environment more efficiently than a traditional cane.
As shown in the illustration in Figure 15 the data from the
handheld scanner can be processed by a smart phone with
AI/cloud, and information is relayed to the ear piece. A series
of clicks or beeps conveys range information, and the camera
can identify street signs to aid in navigation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we described the Intelligent Power
Wheelchair (IPW) upgrade kit and what is new for 2020.
The IPW was designed to be modular, easy to upgrade and
maintain. First we discussed the productive three years of
human testing, both hardware and software functionality.
We have made good progress testing the Human Computer
Interface, making sure the sensors are in the right location,
and are providing the quality of data needed.

We developed the 2020 edition using the lessons learned
over the last three years, including structural upgrades and
updated sensors. Future articles in this series will describe the



Fig. 14. The IPW upgrade kit is available in several colors, so the user has
options.

Fig. 15. The IPW upgrade kit has broader impact as an assistive tool for
the blind. The center piece with the scanner is easy to hold and use to scan
one’s immediate surroundings. Range data is converted to sound, that a blind
person could interpret and avoid dangers. In addition the scanner can collect
information for artificial intelligence to detect signs and other distinguishing
features. The information is collected, processed, and sent to the users smart
phone.

implementation of the various operating modes, made possi-
ble by this new combination and configuration of sensors.
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